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a b s t r a c t

A 3-stage process, consisting of a combination of crystallization, milling, and dissolution stages for the
selective manipulation of the size and shape of crystals, is investigated to characterize its performance
when applied to different substances. To this aim, simulations are used to screen, via a parametric anal-
ysis, the effect of different compound properties and operating conditions on the size and shape of the
final products. Through this analysis, characteristic trends of general validity are identified, thus allowing
to define families of compounds with similar behavior and features. Based on these results, a set consist-
ing of a small number of experiments is devised to fully characterize the outcome of the 3-stage process
for a specific substance. An experimental validation is carried out by performing this set of experiments
with two compounds, namely b L-Glutamic acid and c D-Mannitol, thus assessing the suitability of this
method for a comprehensive characterization of the process and its outcome. The information collected
at the end of the different stages throughout all the experiments is further exploited to estimate the
growth rates of c D-Mannitol, in order to validate the observations made through simulations regarding
the effect of growth kinetics on the process outcome. Finally, the model, fitted to the experimental evi-
dence collected, has been used to further investigate and characterize the design space.
� 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Crystallization is one of the most used separation and purification
processes in the pharmaceutical and food industry. The properties of
the crystals, such as their polymorphism and their morphology, are
important both for their behavior in the downstream processes
(Gordon, 1994; Sun and Grant, 2001; Nokhodchi et al., 2010; Sun,
2011; Chatterjee et al., 2017) and for the quality of the final commer-
cialized products (Liversidge and Cundy, 1995; Chemburkar, 2000;
Singhal and Curatolo, 2004; Bakalis et al., 2011; Khadka et al.,
2014). In particular, the size and the shape of the crystals are known
to significantly impact the performance of steps as filtration and
tableting, thus rising interest in developing methods to directly
manipulate the particle morphology at the crystallization stage. Cur-
rently, two are the major alternatives available. The first involves the
use of additives, to modify how the solute molecules are integrated
onto specific crystal facets (Shangwal, 2007; Klapwijk et al., 2016;
Simone et al., 2015). Numerous studies have proven how the same
compound can exhibit significantly different morphologies depend-
ing on the type of additive used and on its amount (van Antwerpen

and van Krevelen, 1972; Salvalaglio et al., 2013; Powell et al., 2016;
Simone et al., 2017; Taborga et al., 2017). However, the additives
that can be exploited in pharmaceutical processes are regulated
and strongly limited by their impact on human health, thus restrict-
ing the possibility of effectively manipulating crystal morphology
and their application in industrial processes. Therefore, the most
widespread industrial technique exploited to manipulate crystal
habit is milling. Here, mechanical force is applied to break the indi-
vidual crystals and to obtain more equantly shaped particles. How-
ever, the high stresses induced by the forces applied and the
strong temperature increment experienced by the solid particles
may lead to undesired solid-state transformations (Gupta et al.,
2003; Heng et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2010), which would alter the prop-
erties of the final product. Furthermore, the large amount of fines
formed during breakage represents a problem during filtration
(Tien et al., 1996), leading to long process times with a higher risk
of product decomposition.

In previous publications (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2017, 2018a)
we have investigated the possibility of combining crystallization,
milling, and dissolution stages into a new process, called 3-stage
process, to selectively manipulate the size and shape of crystals
while mitigating the drawbacks characteristic of each unit opera-
tion. The strategy underlying the new technology is to let crystals
grow under typical crystallization conditions and to subsequently
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mill them, breaking them mainly along their shorter dimension,
thus producing more compact crystals. The fine particles formed
are then dissolved and the excess of solute in the liquid phase is
recovered by repeating these three steps cyclically. A first assess-
ment of the process analyzing the qualitative trends in terms of
average sizes and dispersity of the distribution was carried out
by performing an in silico investigation (Salvatori and Mazzotti,
2017). The mathematical model used to carry out the study was
structured so as to specifically describe the phenomena occurring
during each stage, but it was not fitted to a specific substance, in
order to keep the observation as generally valid as possible. The
effect of a subset of the most important operating conditions was
thoroughly analyzed and some heuristic optimum conditions were
identified. More recently, a comprehensive set of experiments has
been performed to assess the results of the simulations and to ver-
ify the possibility of effectively tuning particle morphology in prac-
tice (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2018a). The results highlighted how
the process, when applied to b L-Glutamic acid, can effectively pro-
duce particles satisfying the product specifications, thus yielding
product particles with a quality superior to that of the crystals
obtained via more conventional processes. However, the study
has also highlighted how the productivity of the 3-stage process
is significantly lower than that of the other processes analyzed
for comparison. Furthermore, process characterization requires a
large effort when it comes to estimating the set of process outcome
for different, newly explored compounds.

Despite being aware of the great potential of the 3-stage process
in changing particle size and shape, we are also aware of its short-
comings, especially concerning its implementation to compounds

with very different properties, its time consuming characterization,
and its reduced productivity. Therefore, in this work, we aim at
specifically tackling these problems, by providing a shortcut method
with a reduced characterization effort, to assess the potential and
feasibility of the 3-stage process when applied to new systems. To
do so, we apply the methodology developed in the previous publica-
tions, both for simulations and experiments, extending it to the
whole range of operating conditions that can be effectively applied,
using the available experimental setup. Both a new set of simula-
tions and a new set of experiments, involving also a new compound
for which no information on the characteristic growth or dissolution
kinetics is readily available, are performed; we analyze and exploit
the results from a completely new perspective. The paper is struc-
tured as follows. In Section 2 the mathematical model is presented,
along with the fitting procedure for parameter estimation, the
method adopted to identify the required set of experiments, and
the theoretical evidence at the basis of the proposed approach. In
Section 3, the model compounds and the experimental setup are
described and the procedure to perform the laboratory tests is
reported in detail. In Section 4 the experimental evidence is reported,
analyzed, and discussed, focusing on the quantity and type of infor-
mation that can be collected throughout the experimental campaign
and how it can be exploited during the process design stage. Finally,
Section 5 draws conclusions.

2. Theory, modeling, and simulation results

The aim of this work is to develop a robust and effective strat-
egy to investigate the 3-stage process and to understand under

Nomenclature

B birth term in the PBE [lm�2 kg�1 s�1]
c solute concentration in the liquid phase [g kg�1]
c0 initial solute concentration in the liquid phase [g kg�1]
c� solubility [g kg�1]
Cj confidence interval for the j-th parameter [varies]
Di dissolution rate for dimension i [lm s�1]
E death term in the PBE [lm�2 kg�1 s�1]
F objective function [–]
gi daughter distribution of the fragments along the i-th

dimension [lm�1]
G vector of rates of change [lm s�1]
Gi growth rate for dimension i [lm s�1]
J jacobian of the model [varies]
JN nucleation rate [kg�1 s�1]
JS secondary nucleation rate [kg�1 s�1]
JHe heterogeneous primary nucleation rate [kg�1 s�1]
JHo homogeneous primary nucleation rate [kg�1 s�1]
kD vector of dissolution rate parameters [varies]
kG vector of growth rate parameters [varies]
kHom vector of homogeneous nucleation rate parameters

[varies]
kHet vector of heterogeneous nucleation rate parameters

[varies]
Ki vector of breakage frequency parameters [varies]
kv shape factor [–]
Ki breakage frequency for dimension i [s�1]
Li crystals characteristic dimension i [lm]
Li;N number-weighted average characteristic dimension i

[lm]
Li;V volume-weighted average characteristic dimension i

[lm]
m0 mass of seeds per kg of solvents [g/kg]
mD percentage of mass dissolved [–]

mM mass of the rotor [g]
mS suspension density [g kg�1

S ]
n number density function [lm�2 kg�1]
n0 PSD of seed crystals [lm�2 kg�1]
nC number of process cycles [–]
NE total number of experimental observations [–]
NO number of considered outputs [–]
NP power number [–]
p vector of estimated growth rate parameters [varies]
S supersaturation [–]
S covariance matrix [varies]
t time [s]
T temperature [�C]
T0;C1 initial process temperature [�C]
T f ;Cn final process temperature [�C]
V positive semidefinite covariance matrix [varies]
x size of the mother particle during a breakage event [lm]
wij weights in the objective function [–]
yi characteristic property of the measured particle size and

shape distribution for the i-th experiment [lm]
C growth/dissolution rate [lm s�1]
cC cooling rate [�C min�1]
cD heating rate [�C min�1]
e power input [W kg�1]
U aspect ratio [–]
lij cross moment ij of the PSSD [varies]
q density of the crystalline phase [kg m�3]
r1;N number-weighted standard deviation in L1 direction

[lm]
r2;N number-weighted standard deviation in L2 direction

[lm]
s residence time in the mill [s]
h rotor speed [rpm]
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which conditions it should be operated for the specific system con-
sidered. In this section, the theoretical basis of the approach devel-
oped and proposed is presented; the results of such in silico
analysis will guide the experimental assessment. First, the mathe-
matical model, based on morphological population balance equa-
tions (MPBEs) (Ramkrishna, 2000), and capable of tracking the
evolution of the whole particle ensemble in terms of the size and
shape of its crystals, is presented. The model is hence used to sim-
ulate the process under a broad range of operating conditions, and
of different compound-specific properties, to explore its applica-
tion and potential for different systems. The results of these simu-
lations are analyzed to identify general, system-dependent
features, which constitute the basis of a compound-specific strat-
egy for the identification of heuristically optimal operating
conditions.

2.1. Mathematical modeling of the 3-stage process

2.1.1. Crystal model
The multi-faceted nature of crystals requires models capable of

correctly capturing these important features. Convex polytopes
(Wan et al., 2009; Borchert and Sundmacher, 2012; Singh et al.,
2012) can describe the different surfaces exposed by the single
crystals, but their use in MPBEs would require not only a large
computational effort, but also measurement tools capable of iden-
tifying the different facets of the particles constituting the whole
ensemble, and of measuring a statistically relevant sample in a
short period of time. To overcome these drawbacks, and in agree-
ment with the measurements made with the l-DISCO (see Sec-
tion 3.3), the generic particle model (Kempkes et al., 2010;
Schorsch et al., 2012; Rajagopalan et al., 2017) is adopted in this
work. Particles are approximated as cylinders with length L1 and
width L2, with their shape represented by the aspect ratio
U ¼ L1=L2. The particle ensemble is modeled using the particle size
and shape distribution (PSSD), where the double differential
n L1; L2; tð ÞdL1dL2 represents the number of crystals with length
L1 2 L1; L1 þ dL1½ � and width L2 2 L2; L2 þ dL2½ � per unit mass of
solvent.

2.1.2. General formulation of the MPBE
The general formulation of a morphological population balance

equation for a well stirred batch vessel reads as follows:

@n
@t

þ @ C1nð Þ
@L1

þ @ C2nð Þ
@L2

¼ B� E ð1Þ

n L1; L2; t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ n0 L1; L2ð Þ ð2Þ

n L1 ¼ 0; L2; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð3Þ

n L1; L2 ¼ 0; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð4Þ
Here, C1 and C2 represent the growth or dissolution rates along the
internal coordinates L1 and L2, the term B represents the formation
of new crystals due to nucleation, breakage, and agglomeration
events, while E represents the extinction term due to breakage
and agglomeration. Eq. (2) is the initial condition for Eq. (1),
whereas Eqs. (3) and (4) are its boundary conditions; n0 L1; L2ð Þ rep-
resents the particle size and shape distribution of crystals at the
beginning of the process. Eq. (1) equation can be specialized, as
shown elsewhere (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2017, 2018b,a), to
describe the different stages of the 3-stage process; their detailed
derivation is not reported here for the sake of brevity, but is shown
in the appendix. Particular focus should however be put on the con-
stitutive equations for growth and dissolution, which have been
developed among others by Ochsenbein et al. (2014) and
Eisenschmidt et al. (2015) and read as follows:

Ci ¼ Gi ¼ kG;i1 exp � kG;i2
T

� �
S� 1ð ÞkG;i3 with S > 1 ð5Þ

Ci ¼ Di ¼ �kD;i1 exp � kD;i2
T

� �
1� Sð ÞkD;i3 with S < 1 ð6Þ

The supersaturation S, in the case of either mild non-idealities
or negligible effect of the composition on the activity coefficient
of the solute, can be defined as the ratio between the concentration
of solute c and its solubility c� at the temperature T:

S ¼ c
c� Tð Þ ð7Þ

Eq. (1) is coupled with a material balance for the solute concentra-
tion, expressed in grams of solute per kilograms of solvent, which
under the assumption of constant mass of solvent is

dc
dt

¼ �kVq
dl12

dt
ð8Þ

c t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ c0 ð9Þ
Here, kV is the shape factor, equal to p/4 for cylinders, q is the den-
sity of the crystals, and l12 is one of the moments of the particle size
and shape distribution, which is directly proportional to the mass of
crystals suspended per unit mass of solvent and is defined accord-
ing to the general cross-moment definition

lij tð Þ ¼
Z 1

0

Z 1

0
n L1; L2; tð ÞLi1Lj2dL1dL2 ð10Þ

with i ¼ 1 and j ¼ 2.

2.1.3. Solution of the MPBE
The MPBE is solved by discretizing Eq. (1) along the internal

coordinates using 300 and 100 points for L1 and L2, respectively.
The MPBEs for crystallization and dissolution are solved using
the finite volume method, with Van Leer flux limiters for improved
stability (Gunawan et al., 2004), while the MPBE for breakage is
solved by exploiting the fixed pivot technique developed by
Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996), to ensure the preservation of the
number of fragments formed and of their mass. Simulations have
been performed on a computer with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-
2687W v3 @ 3.10 GHz processor, 20 cores, and 32 GB of RAM.

2.2. Process performance indicators

In order to quantify the quality of the products obtained at the
end of both simulations and experiments, it is convenient and nec-
essary to define average properties (see Table 1 for their defini-
tion), which are extracted by their particle size and shape
distribution using the cross-moments defined in Eq. (10). In partic-
ular, the volume-weighted average length L1;V and width L2;V are
used to identify the attainable region of the 3-stage process for
both simulations and experiments. The number-weighted vari-
ances of the distribution, r1;N and r2;N, and the number-weighted
average sizes, L1;N and L2;N, can be exploited to further characterize

Table 1
Performance indicators used in this work.

Volume weighted L1;V: l22=l12

Volume weighted L2;V: l13=l12

Number weighted L1;N: l10=l00

Number weighted L2;N: l01=l00

Number weighted r1;N:
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l20=l00 � L21;N

q
Number weighted r2;N:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l02=l00 � L22;N

q
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the product quality and to estimate the kinetic parameters appear-
ing in the constitutive equations of the model, as discussed in
detail in Section 4.1.4.

2.3. Parametric analysis

The aim of this work is to develop a strategy to characterize,
using a small amount of experiments, the outcome of the 3-stage
process when applied to compounds with different properties
and characteristic kinetics. An in silico approach is certainly conve-
nient to define such strategy, since it allows tackling this problem
with a limited effort in comparison to that required for a compre-
hensive experimental characterization. Therefore, we have carried
out first a sensitivity analysis on the operating conditions, namely
the rotor speed h and the number of cycles nc, adopting the condi-
tions reported in Table 3. The choice stems from the observation
made elsewhere (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2017, 2018a) that these
two operating parameters have the strongest impact on product
properties. The range of operating conditions investigated in this
work is the one that can be effectively applied when the experi-
mental setup described in Section 3.2 is used. This is certainly of
interest and improves the information provided by the model, as
it allows to acquire a more precise estimation of the outcome of
the 3-stage process. The sensitivity analysis has been subsequently
completed with a parametric analysis on some of the parameters
appearing in the constitutive equations of the model, by varying
them in physically-sound intervals. By doing so, we aim at simulat-
ing and characterizing the outcome of the 3-stage process both
under a broad range of operating conditions and when compounds
exhibiting different intrinsic features are considered. In particular,
the analysis focuses on the growth and dissolution rates, for both
characteristic dimensions, as the energy input provided by the
grinding device and the mechanical properties of typical active
pharmaceutical ingredients are such that it is not possible to
observe a significant variation in the average sizes of the ground
crystals when considering different substances (Agimelen et al.,
2018). The effect of different growth and dissolution rates has been
simulated by varying the pre-exponential factors, kG;11 and kD;11, in
the range reported in Table 2. This choice is motivated by the
observation that varying all the remaining parameters appearing
in the growth and dissolution rates (see Eqs. (27) and (45) in the
Appendix) would lead to similar conclusions. Moreover, given the
linear dependence of the growth and dissolution rates on the

selected parameters, it is possible to easily relate the trends
observed with the change in the corresponding kinetics. It is worth
noting that the absolute value of the growth or dissolution kinetics
is however of limited interest in the context of studies where crys-
tal shape is the focus, since it is the ratio of the growth and disso-
lution rates of the specific facets that determines the morphology
of the crystals and not their absolute values (Lovette et al., 2012).
The results obtained are finally rationalized to quickly identify
trends characteristic to specific groups of compounds based on
common features (i.e.ratio of the dissolution rates, ratio of the
growth rates, etc.) and are then used to design and guide the exper-
imental activity required to characterize the 3-stage process when
applied to new systems.

2.3.1. Effect of varying the operating conditions
The third panel on the second row of Fig. 1 shows, in the L1L2-

plane, all the possible simulated outcomes of the 3-stage process
(pink circles encased by solid pink lines), adopting the simulation
conditions reported in Table 3 and when kG;11 ¼ 600 lm s�1 and

kD;11 ¼ 0:818� 106 lm s�1. It is readily observed that all the aver-
age sizes obtained at the end of the process belong to a curved
quadrilateral region, whose vertices are the four colored points;
we call this region the attainable region (by the 3-stage process)
for a given substance and the selected seeds characteristics. Such
points correspond to the outcome of the process when the combi-
nation of the minimum and maximum level chosen for the rotor
speed h (3,000 and 26,000 rpm) and the number of cycles nc (2
and 6) are applied. Therefore, a possible experimental screening
procedure to assess the feasibility of the 3-stage process for a
specific new substance consists in performing these four experi-
ments, corresponding to a two-factors factorial design, and to use
the sizes of their products to define an approximated attainable
region. This has the advantage of being a model-free strategy, that
does not require a comprehensive characterization of the system,
which is known to be extremely time demanding.

2.3.2. Effect of varying the system kinetics
However, it is necessary to verify the applicability of this

method also when compounds with different properties are used.
Therefore, a parametric analysis has been performed investigating
the effect of different growth and dissolution kinetics. Its results
are reported in the other panels of Fig. 1. Here it is possible to
observe that very distinct attainable regions can be obtained for
different simulated compounds, ranging from a situation where
the 3-stage process actually worsens the particle size and shape
when more cycles are applied (upper left corner) to a case where
it greatly improves the crystal morphology leading to a wide vari-
ety of different outputs (lower right corner). It is worth noting that
in all cases the outcome of the factorial design experiments can be
used to delimit and define the attainable region, thus confirming

Table 2
Model parameters adopted in the simulations.

Stage Parameter Dimension L1 Dimension L2

Crystallization kG;i1 [lm s�1] 600–4800 58
kG;i2 [K] 2400 2400
kG;i3 [–] 3.7 2.5

kHo;1 [# kg�3 s�1] 1.3 � 1024

kHo;2 [–] 163
kHe;1 [# kg�3 s�1] 1.4 � 105

kHe;2 [–] 10
kS;1 [–] 2.5 � 1019

kS;2 [–] 0.6
kS;3 [–] 0.75
kS;4 [–] 2

Milling kM;i1 [s�1] 16.06 16.06
kM;i2 [–] 1.907 1.964

kM;i3 [lm] 30 30
kM;i4 [–]

ffiffiffi
3

p ffiffiffi
3

p

Dissolution kD;i1 [lm s�1] 0.205–1.636 � 106 0.272 � 106

kD;i2 [K] 3572 3223
kD;i3 [–] 1 1

Table 3
Operating conditions in the simulations.

Process Stages

Condition Set point Condition Set point

Initial temp. T0;C1 50 �C Crystallization
Final temp. Tf ;Cn 25 �C Temp. drop DTC T0;C1 � T f;Cn

� �
=nC

Cooling rate cC 6 �C h�1

Seeds mass m0 0:1 g kg�1
w

Milling

Seeds fine powder Residence time s 5 s
N� cycles nC 2–6 Rotor speed h [rpm] 3,000–26,000

Dissolution
Fraction of mass
dissolved mD

40%

Heating rate cD 6 �C h�1

4 F. Salvatori et al. / Chemical Engineering Science: X 1 (2019) 100004



the suitability and robustness of the characterization strategy
proposed.

In order to get a deeper understanding of the connection
between compound kinetics and process outcome, it is convenient
to observe how the relative position of the average sizes of the four
identified experiments and their absolute position in the L1L2-
plane changes when different kinetics are applied. To this aim,
panel (a) of Fig. 2 can be used to visualize these effects. The black
and gray arrows show the results of the parametric analysis when
either the growth or the dissolution kinetics alone are changed,
while the shaded area shows the results obtained when all the pos-
sible combinations thereof are explored. The effect of different
growth rate ratios is generally more significant than that of the dis-
solution rates. Possible reasons for this might be that the growth

stages span larger temperature intervals for cooling in comparison
to that adopted for dissolution through heating, and that in the
overall process there are less dissolution steps than growth steps.
Furthermore, the effect of different kinetic rates appears more sig-
nificant when more cycles are carried out, which is to be expected
since overall more crystallization and dissolution stages are per-
formed. The effect of a change in growth and dissolution rates
reduces when high milling intensities are applied, due to the
milling becoming the controlling stage in manipulating the PSSD.
These effects are also visible when considering the whole attain-
able region. The reason for the different types of attainable region
obtained lies in how the mass is removed and reprecipitated on the
crystals throughout the cycles, as high dissolution rates and low
growth rates along L1 help in achieving a better morphology by

Fig. 1. Results of the sensitivity and parametric analyses performed by varying first the rotor speed h and the number of cycles nC (see Table 3) and subsequently the growth
and dissolution kinetics to reproduce the effect of different compound properties on the achievable region of the 3-stage process. The pink dots represent all the possible
outcomes obtained adopting the kinetic parameters reported in Table 2 and the conditions shown in Table 3. The solid pink line enclosing all the possible outcome of the 3-
stage process represents the so called attainable region. The four experiments, indicated by the orange, red, blue, and purple markers, correspond to the four tests constituting
the smart approach for process characterization. Moving from the first to the last row, as indicated by the gray arrow, the ratio of the dissolution rates for dimensions L1 and
L2 increases. Analogously, moving across the columns from the right to the left, the ratio of the growth kinetics along both dimensions increases, as indicated by the black
arrow. The values for both these properties are reported in the top-right corner of each panel. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

F. Salvatori et al. / Chemical Engineering Science: X 1 (2019) 100004 5



reducing the characteristic length and by favoring the growth
along the width, while the opposite situation occurs for high
G1=G2 ratios and low D1=D2 ratios. A conceptualization of these
effects is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where the blue arrows and the
comprised region represent an exemplary evolution of the particle
sizes for different G1=G2 (black arrow) during cooling, while the red
arrows and the region between them represent the evolution of the
sizes for different D1=D2 (gray arrow) ratios during the dissolution
stage.

2.3.3. Effect of varying the seeds characteristics
To verify how the type of attainable region obtained at the end

of the 3-stage process depends on the characteristics of the seeds,
we extended the parametric analysis by performing simulations
where the mass of seeds and their PSSD are varied. Table 4 reports
the characteristics of the seeds used at the beginning of each sim-
ulation, while Fig. 3 shows the attainable regions for the three
cases considered. As it is readily observed, the shape of the region
obtained for the three cases is the same, with the characteristics of

the seeds having only an effect on the final average sizes. This
observation is of great relevance, as it demonstrates that the type
of attainable region does indeed only depend on the intrinsic prop-
erties of the compound to which the 3-stage process is applied and
not on the PSSD or on the amount of the seeds used.

2.3.4. Factorial design
The results of the parametric analysis are very important, as

they have allowed us to identify a smart, robust, and effective
experimental screening procedure required to investigate the fea-
sibility and potential of the 3-stage process with neither a thor-
ough characterization of compound specific properties nor
system-specific mathematical modeling. This procedure consists
in performing four experiments, under operating conditions
defined by combining the minimum and maximum applicable
milling intensity and number of cycles, and defining the attainable
region as the portion of the L1L2-plane enclosed by the average
sizes of the corresponding products. Furthermore, the simulations
showed that the type of attainable region obtained depends only
on the ratio of growth rates G1=G2 and dissolution rates D1=D2 typ-
ical of the compound used.

A few remarks are necessary. The first concerns the quality of
the characterization of the process outcome obtained with the fac-
torial design approach. As shown in previous publications
(Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2017, 2018a), the dependence of the final
size and shape of the crystals on the operating conditions is
strongly non-linear. Nevertheless, the approximated achievable
region, obtained with the approach proposed in this work, still rep-
resents a good indication of the process outcome and can be used
as a guide throughout the process design stage, where decisions
concerning the operating conditions are made.

The second remark concerns the improvement in product prop-
erties achieved when the compound exhibits high G1=G2 and low
D1=D2 ratios. The reduced variability in process outcome obtained
shows that the final size and morphology of the crystals cannot be
significantly improved by increasing the number of cycles per-
formed. Nevertheless, the 3-stage process, due to the repeated
milling and dissolution stages, allows to obtain crystals that are
more compact than those obtained by simple cooling, as well as
a final powder with a reduced presence of fines in comparison to
that obtained by simple milling.

The strategy for process characterization developed in this
chapter will be assessed with a dedicated experimental campaign
using two different compounds, namely b L-Glutamic acid and c
D-Mannitol. For the latter, however, it is necessary to estimate
the specific growth rates in order to relate its properties to the type
of attainable region obtained. To this aim, the fourteen cooling
stages performed belonging to the four factorial experiments can
be used. This is of particular interest, given that a deeper insight
and characterization of the system can be obtained without per-
forming any other experiments. Therefore, a preliminary in silico
study has been carried out to assess the possibility of using the
information of the fourteen cooling stages to estimate growth
kinetics.

Fig. 2. In panel (a), the effect of different growth and dissolution kinetics on the
four experiments used for robust and efficient process characterization is shown.
The conceptualization of the phenomena leading to the different types of attainable
regions are shown in panel (b). Here, for different growth and dissolution rates, the
evolution of the sizes of an exemplary particle during growth and dissolution is
shown.

Table 4
Seeds used in simulations.

Simulation Seeds Seeds properties Seeds mass m0

Sim1 Seeds 1 Gaussian lL1 ¼ 100 lm and
lL2 ¼ 50 lm

0:1 g kg�1
w

Sim2 Seeds 1 0:025 g kg�1
w

Sim3 Seeds 2 Gaussian lL1 ¼ 500 lm and
lL2 ¼ 50 lm

0:1 g kg�1
w
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2.4. Fitting of the kinetic parameters

In this paper, we estimate the growth kinetics of c D-Mannitol
exploiting the information available from the four experiments
performed according to the factorial design approach. The estima-
tion is performed by minimizing the objective function defined as

F pð Þ ¼ NE

2

XNO

i¼1

ln
XNE

j¼1

wij
yij � ŷij pð Þ

yij

 !2

ð11Þ

where p represents the set of growth kinetic parameters to be esti-
mated, NE is the number of experimental measurements, NO is the
number of fitted outputs (average properties of the measured
PSSD), yi represents any average property of the measured particle
size and shape distribution for the i-th experiment that needs to be
fitted, ŷi pð Þ is the corresponding model estimate based on the set of
parameters p, and wij is used to weight the contribution of each rel-
ative error to the objective function. To identify the minimum of the
function F pð Þ, the genetic algorithm provided by the Matlab opti-
mization toolbox is used. The algorithm is seeded using 50% of
the individuals randomly generated using latin hypercube sampling
and 50% from the last population of the previous run. The popula-
tion size chosen is 60, with a crossover fraction of 0.70.

While on the one hand fitting the whole particle size and shape
distribution would be of great interest, on the other hand this
would lead to a very high computational burden. Therefore, in this
work we aim at fitting the number-weighted average sizes and
variances reported in Table 1, which allow identifying uniquely
the whole distribution of crystals with a reduced simulation effort.

2.4.1. Confidence intervals estimation
Along with the kinetic parameters, we also estimate the corre-

sponding confidence intervals by means of the Jacobian analysis.
The diagonal element Sii of the error covariance matrix can be

calculated as

Sii � r2
E;i ¼

1
NE

XNE

j¼1

yj � ŷj p�ð Þ� �2 ð12Þ

By linearizing the model and assuming normally distributed
errors, the positive semidefinite covariance matrix V can be esti-
mated using the corresponding Jacobian matrix as

V � JTSJ
� ��1

ð13Þ

This matrix can be used to determine the hyperellipsoid defined
at the confidence level a corresponding to the approximate confi-
dence intervals for the estimated parameter j.

Cj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
V jj

q
tN�k
1�a=2 ð14Þ

In Eq. (14), tN�k
1�a=2 corresponds to the value of the t-statistics with

N � k degrees of freedom at the designed confidence level a. The
estimated confidence intervals are certainly affected by the uncer-
tainty introduced with the linearization hypothesis, but they pro-
vide nevertheless the information required to evaluate the quality
of the fitting.

2.5. Estimation of growth kinetics from in silico data

In order to assess the possibility of estimating the growth rate
parameters using the information associated to the fourteen cool-
ing stages performed at different operating conditions while carry-
ing out the complete factorial design protocol, the in silico data
generated by the model in the course of the corresponding simula-
tions can be used. In particular, the time-resolved number-
weighted average L1;N and L2;N are fitted to estimate the value of
the kinetic parameters appearing in Eq. (27) for both crystal
dimensions. In order to reproduce the effect of the experimental
error and measurement uncertainties on the measured sizes, white
Gaussian noise is added to the simulated data, using the in-built

Seeds2 

Seeds1 

Sim1 

Sim2 
Sim3 

Seeds2 

Seeds1 

Sim1 

Sim2 
Sim3 

Fig. 3. Results of the analysis performed to investigate the effect of different seed populations and mass thereof, as reported in Table 4, on the attainable region of the 3-stage
process for two sets of kinetic parameters (when G1=G2 ¼ 1:5; D1=D2 ¼ 1:9 and G1=G2 ¼ 3; D1=D2 ¼ 0:2, respectively).
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Matlab function awgn, thus generating in silico a set of experimen-
tal data.

Panel (a) of Fig. 4 shows the in silico generated experimental
data (red boxes), while the results of the fitting are reported as a
blue solid line. For the sake of clarity and brevity, only the results
of 3 out of the 14 available cooling stages are shown. The quality of
the fitting is satisfactory, with a good quantitative agreement
(average absolute error of 10 lm for both dimensions) between
the two sets of data. Panel (b) shows, in the concentration vs.tem-
perature plane, the region explored by the different simulated
stages (red area) and the solubility curve (black line): the range
of validity of the fitting covers a broad range of temperatures
and concentrations. It is worth noting that the region partially lies
below the solubility line, which corresponds to the conditions of
the solution at the beginning of the cooling stages; this is due to
the final conditions of the simulated dissolution stage, as the sim-
ulations are stopped at a close-to-equilibrium concentration.
Finally, even if for some of the cooling stages the initial and final
temperatures are the same, the different particle ensembles sus-
pended, both in terms of number of crystals and sizes of the parti-
cles, lead to a different evolution of the concentration throughout
the stages, thus making these stages actually different and allow-
ing to effectively exploit all the cooling steps for the estimation
of the kinetics.

3. Experimental

3.1. Materials

The compounds used in this work are D-Mannitol (Sigma-
Aldrich, P 98%, Switzerland) and L-Glutamic acid, produced by
pH-shift from L-Glutamic acid monosodium monohydrate
(Sigma-Aldrich, P slant98%, Switzerland) and hydrochloric acid
(Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland, 37–38%) according to the precipitation
procedure reported elsewhere (Cornel et al., 2009; Schöll et al.,
2006).

As highlighted by Cornel et al. (2010), D-Mannitol has three dif-
ferent polymorphs, whose solubilities in water are reported in
panel (a) of Fig. 5. In this work we focus on the thermodynamically
stable polymorph c, exhibiting a needle-like morphology. How-
ever, to reduce the very large solubility of D-Mannitol in the solvent
and to avoid the formation of bacteria colonies in suspension, the
solvent used in the experimental campaign is a mixture of water
(Millipore Milli-Q, Zug, Switzerland) and propan-2-ol (Reagent
grade, VWR, Germany), which is an antisolvent for D-Mannitol.
Therefore, the solubility of c D-Mannitol is measured according
to the experimental procedure described in Section 3.4. The seeds
used for the factorial experiments described in Section 3.5 consist
of the fine powder delivered as a raw chemical without further

Fig. 4. Results of the in silico fitting performed to assess the possibility of
estimating growth kinetics using the data available when the factorial experiments
are performed. In (a) the fitted average sizes are shown, while panel (b) shows the
range of concentration and temperatures over which the fitting is performed.

α

β

γ

β

α

D-Mannitol

L-Glutamic acid

Fig. 5. Solubility of the model compounds and their polymorphs. Panel (a) shows
the solubility in water of the three polymorphs of D-Mannitol, the metastable a and
b, and the stable c, as reported by Cornel et al. (2010). In panel (b) the solubility of a
and b L-Glutamic acid from Schöll et al. (2006) are plotted.
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treatment. The corresponding particle size and shape distribution
is reported on the right-hand side of Fig. 6.

L-Glutamic acid has two polymorphic forms, namely the meta-
stable a form and the thermodynamically stable b form, which are
monotropically related (Schöll et al., 2006). The corresponding sol-
ubilities are reported in panel (b) of Fig. 5. The seeds of b L-
Glutamic acid used throughout the experimental campaign were
obtained by polymorphic transformation from the a form via pH-
shift, and their particle size and shape distribution is shown in
the left-hand side of Fig. 6.

3.2. Experimental setup

In Fig. 7, a sketch of the laboratory setup is shown. The experi-
mental rig consists of two crystallizers, a continuous rotor-stator
wet mill (IKAMagicLab, Module MK), and a peristaltic pump (Isma-
tec BVP). In order to keep the temperature of the suspension con-

stant during milling, the grinding chamber is jacketed and
connected to a thermostat. Moreover, each crystallizer is equipped
with a dedicated thermostat for the precise control of the suspen-
sion temperature during crystallization and dissolution and with a
dedicated ATR-FTIR spectrometer (ReactIR 45m, Mettler Toledo,
Switzerland), used to monitor the concentration of D-Mannitol in
the liquid phase. An FBRM G400 (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland) is
used to monitor possible nucleation and attrition events. This
device is used only to detect the formation of fine particles, since
the extraction of quantitative information on the size and shape
of non-equant particles from FBRM measurements is known to
be troublesome.

3.3. PSSD measurement setup and protocol

The PSSD of the products is measured by using the l-DISCO, a
stereoscopic imaging device, described by Rajagopalan et al.
(2017). It consists of two cameras, equipped with telecentric
lenses, arranged in an orthogonal configuration, thus allowing for
the reconstruction of the particle shape starting from two orthog-
onally projected images of the same crystal. Pictures of the particle
suspension, flowing in a quartz cell engineered to ensure lowest
optical distortion, are collected through bursts with a frame rate
of 35 fps. For each measurement, 10 bursts of 800 images each
are launched, thus allowing to reconstruct the size and shape of
approximately 30,000 particles in a time interval of 15 min. Based
on the reconstructed geometrical properties, the particles are auto-
matically classified in 5 classes, namely spheres, cuboids, needles,
platelets, and non-convex polytopes. In this work, we only consider
the needles and cuboids classes, as we believe, based on visual
inspection under the optical microscope, that other crystal shapes
occasionally detected are not representative of the crystal popula-
tion. Because of the high suspension density, reaching 7 wt% in the
case of c D-Mannitol, the measurements are performed off-line on
a suspension in antisolvent.

3.4. Solubility of c D-Mannitol

In this work, the solubility of c D-Mannitol in a 10/90 wt% mix-
ture of propan-2-ol and water is measured in the temperature

γ D-Mannitolβ L-Glut. acid

Fig. 6. Volume-weighted average particle size and shape distributions of the seeds
of c D-Mannitol (left) and b L-Glutamic acid (right) used for the factorial
experiments.

Fig. 7. Scheme of the laboratory setup. Note that the pump can be used to move the suspension from Crystallizer 1 to Crystallizer 2 and viceversa.
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range 3–30 �C using both a gravimetric method and an ATR-FTIR-
based approach.

To perform the gravimetric analysis, a suspension is prepared
by adding to 500 g of the propan-2-ol/water mixture, kept at the
target temperature T, an excess of solids. The suspension is then
kept at T under stirred conditions for 24 h. Three samples of the liq-
uid phase are then taken and dried on Petri dishes in a ventilated
oven at 25 �C for 24 h. The weights of the empty, full, and dried
Petri dishes are recorded, thus allowing to evaluate the solubility.

The solubility is also assessed with chemometrics measure-
ments. To correctly capture both the effect of temperature and con-
centration on the infrared signal, a first set of calibration
experiments has to be performed to fit the concentration to the
characteristic peaks. Here, 2 kg of the propan-2-ol/water mixture
are prepared at temperature T0 in a stirred jacketed crystallizer,
equipped with an FBRM probe to detect possible nucleation events.
c D-Mannitol is added to produce an undersaturated solution (sat-
urated at TS), which is then cooled down to the final temperature
TF at a rate of 5 �C h�1. The IR spectra are collected until either
the final temperature is reached or nucleation is detected. The
results of the calibration experiments are used to train a model
based on partial least squares regression (PLS), which correlates
the intensity of the baseline-corrected spectra to the concentration
of the solution characteristic of each experiment at different tem-
peratures. To this aim we used the Matlab function plsregress with
10-fold cross validation and four latent variables. Fig. 8 shows the
set of experiments performed under the conditions reported in
Table 5 and according to the procedure described above. The
experiments have been repeated twice and allow calibrating
robustly the ATR-FTIR over a broad range of concentrations and
temperatures. In the upper part of panel (b), the raw spectra col-
lected during the experiments are reported along with that of the

solvent mixture (blank experiment). In order to correlate the peak
intensity with the concentration of c D-Mannitol in solution, a
single-point baseline correction is applied, using as a reference
the intensity at 1127 cm�1 wavenumber. The choice is motivated
by the fact that the spectrum of propan-2-ol exhibits a maximum
at that wavenumber, and its concentration in the solvent mixture
remains constant. Hence, its absorbance at a given temperature
should be equal at any given solute concentration. This assumption
is confirmed by visual inspection of the spectra collected at various
conditions, and the choice of the baseline results in consistent
spectra among the repetitions of the same experiments. The PLS
regression is performed in the wavenumber range 1127 to
999 cm�1, where the characteristic peaks of c D-Mannitol show
the maximum variability upon changes in concentration and are
least affected by those of the solvent. The results of the baseline
correction are reported in the lower plot of panel (b).

The solubility is estimated by performing four dedicated exper-
iments, where 2 kg of the propan-2-ol/water mixture are prepared
at four different initial temperatures. An excess of c D-Mannitol is

Fig. 8. (a) Range of concentrations and temperatures explored with the calibration experiments. The black triangles correspond to the gravimetric data of solubility which
were fitted with an exponential function (black line). (b) In the upper plot, the raw spectra collected for each calibration experiment at saturated conditions according to the
gravimetric measurements are reported. The spectrum of the blank experiment in gray was collected at 20 �C. In the lower plot, the same spectra, after applying the baseline
correction, are shown and the range of wavenumbers used by the PLS algorithm is highlighted. (c) Concentration profiles of the solubility experiments as estimated from ATR-
FTIR measurements compared with the gravimetric data. (d) Comparison between the XRPD pattern obtained by Cornel et al. (2010) for c D-Mannitol and that obtained in this
work.

Table 5
List of the ATR-FTIR calibration and solubility measurements.

Exp ID mW [g] mP [g] mM [g] T0
�C½ � TF

�C½ � TS
�C½ �

Blank 1799.9 200.1 0 30 3 –
Exp1 1800.6 200.9 365.18 40 20 30
Exp2 1799.9 200.7 258.60 30 10 20
Exp3 1800.4 200.9 154.64 15 3 5
Exp4 1799.7 200.2 144.59 15 3 3

Val1 1800.5 200.5 233.30 5 15 n/a
Val2 1799.9 200.0 329.30 15 25 n/a
Val3 1800.2 200.3 391.42 20 30 n/a
Val4 1800.3 201.5 395.04 25 30 n/a
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added and the system is kept under constant conditions for two
hours. The suspension is then heated at a rate of 2 �C h�1 until
the final temperature is reached. The results of the solubility mea-
surements, carried out under the conditions in Table 5, are shown
in panel (c) with purple markers. Here, a comparison with the data
acquired with gravimetric measurements (represented by the
black triangles) is carried out. The good agreement between the
results obtained with different techniques assesses the possibility
of measuring accurately the solute concentration throughout the
experimental campaign.

To check the possible influence of the different solvent on the
solid form, an X-ray powder diffraction measurement (XRPD) is
performed on the crystals recovered at the end of the experiments.
Panel (d) of Fig. 8 shows the results of the XRPD measurement as
obtained by Cornel et al. (2010) in water and those obtained in this
work for c D-Mannitol in the water/propan-2-ol mixture. Being the
two patterns identical, we conclude that the change of solvent did
not impact the solid form produced at the end of the crystallization
process.

3.5. 3-stage process experimental protocol and factorial design

A saturated solution of the specific compound in the corre-
sponding solvent is prepared at the initial temperature T0;C1. The
required amount of seeds m0 is added and the system is cooled
to the final temperature of the first cooling stage T f ;C1 at the rate
cC. The system is kept at constant temperature until equilibrium
is approached. The suspension of crystals is pumped at
0.98 L min�1 through the continuous rotor-stator wet mill, oper-
ated at the desired rotor speed h. The outcome is collected in a sec-
ond crystallizer, where it is heated to the temperature T f ;H1, chosen
to ensure that, in the proximity of equilibrium, the fraction of sus-
pended mass mD will be dissolved. The dissolution step is neces-
sary to eliminate most of the fine particles formed during the
milling stage, and the value of mD has to be carefully chosen so
as to accomplish the task without reducing the efficiency of the
overall process. The stages are repeated nC number of times until
the final temperature T f ;Cn is reached. Then the crystals are col-
lected, filtered, and washed with pure propan-2-ol to promote dis-
placement of the entrained solution, thus avoiding its
crystallization during drying. Finally, the washed filter cake is
placed in a ventilated oven at 65 �C for 24 h.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Factorial design for the 3-stage process

In this section we aim at assessing the strategy described above
by applying it experimentally to two different compounds, namely
b L-Glutamic acid and c D-Mannitol, both crystallized from specific
aqueous solutions. In particular, for each of them, the four factorial

experiments are carried out to identify the corresponding attain-
able region. To relate the type of attainable region obtained for
the two compounds to their specific properties, an estimation of
the growth kinetics for c D-Mannitol is performed and the esti-
mated kinetics are compared to those already available for b L-
Glutamic acid. Based on these results and on the process simula-
tions, a general system-dependent strategy to identify heuristic
optimal conditions is proposed.

4.1.1. Case study 1: b L-Glutamic acid
Given that the effectiveness of the 3-stage process in modifying

the size and shape of b L-Glutamic acid crystals has already been
evaluated both experimentally and in silico and thoroughly dis-
cussed elsewhere (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2017, 2018a), we report
here results for this compound as a reference case, aiming at high-
lighting how the well-known properties of this system can be used
to interpret the outcome of the process based on the general trends
observed through the simulations presented above.

The 3-stage process is applied according to the operating condi-
tions in Tables 6 and 7, and the resulting volume-weighted average
characteristic dimensions of the final crystal population are shown
for each of the factorial experiments together with the full PSSDs in
the left-hand side of Fig. 9. One can readily observe that the num-
ber of cycles significantly affects the width L2 of the crystals, thus
leading to a wide attainable region. This is a case where the process
we consider is most effective in navigating the space plane by
changing the relative dimensions of the crystals, and both the
milling intensity and the number of cycles have an evident impact
on the final crystal shape.

With reference to the simulations illustrated in Fig. 1, the
behavior of b L-Glutamic acid is similar to that corresponding to
the three cases at bottom right corner of the figure, i.e. for small
values of the ratio G1=G2 when the ratio D1=D2 is large or interme-
diate, and for large values of the ratio D1=D2 when the ratio G1=G2

is small or intermediate.

4.1.2. Case study 2: c D-Mannitol
The results of the six experiments performed according to the

operating conditions reported in Tables 6 and 7 are shown in the

Table 6
Operating conditions of the factorial design for b L-Glutamic acid (LGA) and c D-Mannitol (DM).

Process Stages

Condition LGA DM Condition LGA DM

Initial temp. T0;C1 [�C] 50 25 Crystallization
Final temp. T f;Cn [�C] 25 5 Temp. drop DTC T0;C1 � T f;Cn

� �
=nC

Cooling rate cC [�C h�1] 6 2

Seeds mass m0 g kg�1
solv

h i
0.1 7.8 Milling

N� cycles nC varying Residence time s [s] 5
Rotor speed h [rpm] varying
Dissolution
Fraction of mass dissolved mD 40% 20%
Heating rate cD [�C h�1] 6 2

Table 7
Rotor speed and number of cycles of each experiment of the factorial design for the
model compounds.

b L-Glutamic acid c D-Mannitol

h [rpm] nC h [rpm] nC

A1 3,000 2 M1 5,000 2
A2 3,000 6 M2 5,000 5
A3 14,000 2 M3 15,000 2
A4 14,000 6 M4 15,000 5

M5 25,000 2
M6 25,000 5
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right-hand side of Fig. 9; for each experiment the volume-weighted
average length and width of the final population of crystals are
plotted along the full PSSDs.

Inspection under the optical microscope of the crystals obtained
in experiments M1 and M2, performed at 5,000 rpm, showed the
presence of crystals exceeding the millimeter in length together
with a considerable amount of fines. This condition is not optimal
for sizing with the l-DISCO, because due to optical constraints the
number of larger crystals would likely be underestimated, with a
strong bias in the volume-based average L1;V towards fines. For this
reason, we have chosen to include these experiments for the char-
acterization of the attainable region, but we have decided not to
exploit their information for the estimation of the growth kinetics.

One can observe that in all the experiments considered the pro-
cess does not lead to a significant variation in the width of the crys-
tals L2. With reference to the simulations illustrated in Fig. 1, the
behavior of c D-Mannitol is similar to that corresponding to the five
systems along the diagonal of the G1=G2-D1=D2 plane in the figure;
this corresponds to where the ratios G1=G2 and D1=D2 are simulta-
neously small, intermediate, or large.

4.1.3. Discussion
In the case of b L-Glutamic acid the growth and dissolution rates

of the different facets is known from the literature; thus the ratio
G1=G2 can be calculated to be about 4 (Ochsenbein et al., 2014),
whereas the ratioD1=D2 is about 12 (S. Bötschi andA. K. Rajagopalan,
personal communication, 2018). This puts b L-Glutamic acid in the
bottom right corner of Fig. 1, corresponding to systems for which
the 3-stage process allows tuning the PSSD by varying the operating
conditions. The experimental results presented in Section 4.1.1 and
illustrated in the left-hand side of Fig. 9 are perfectly consistentwith
the prediction from the values of the ratios G1=G2 and D1=D2.

Such ratios are in contrast not known for c D-Mannitol, for
which we have however the outcome of the experiments carried
out according to the factorial design (see Section 4.1.2 and the
right-hand side of Fig. 9). Such experiments point at a system
where both ratios G1=G2 and D1=D2 are small, or intermediate, or

large (in relative terms). In order to confirm this systems property,
we should either carry out a full-fledged characterization of
growth and dissolution kinetics, i.e. a task beyond the scope of this
work, or alternatively use the available cooling steps performed
during the factorial design experiments in order to obtain a best
estimate of the growth kinetics (as discussed in Sections 2.4 and
2.5). The latter approach will be pursued in the following.

4.1.4. Empirical estimation of c D-Mannitol growth kinetics
From the experiments reported in Section 4.1.2, there are nine

cooling stages that can be used for the empirical characterization
of the c D-Mannitol growth rates. For each cooling stage we have
measured the solute concentration continuously and the PSSD of
the starting and of the final ensemble of crystals. These data are
shown in the two panels of Fig. 10, where the data of the nine cool-
ing stages are concatenated and plotted as function of a rescaled
time (horizontal axis), with the actual duration of each step
reported in the upper panel. Both panels show the measured solute
concentration in grams of solute per kilogram of solvent (light blue
profiles, left vertical axis). The final number-weighted average
length of the crystals, L1;N, and variance along the L1 direction,
r1;N, are also shown in the upper and in the lower panel, respec-
tively (pink circles, referring to the right vertical axis). Fig. 11 illus-
trates particle size and shape properties for two exemplary
experiments, namely Exp 1 and Exp 2 in Section 4.1.2: in the upper
part of Fig. 11 the PSSDs of the crystal ensemble as measured using
l-DISCO before cooling (pink contour lines and shade) and there-
after (gray) are illustrated; in the lower part of the same figure
the two final PSSDs are illustrated as blue contour lines.

By inspection of Fig. 11, it is apparent that the final crystals are
more elongated, with a broader distribution in the L1 direction
than the initial crystals. This is confirmed by the initial and final
values of L1;N and of r1;N in Fig. 10: both quantities increase signif-
icantly during cooling because of growth, obviously, and because of
broadening of the distribution. The latter effect is much less obvi-
ous, and might require a more in-depth study for a sound physi-
cally based characterization. In the scope of this work, we have

Fig. 9. Results of the factorial design applied to b L-Glutamic acid and c D-Mannitol. For each case, on the left, the volume-weighted average sizes of the products as measured
by the l-DISCO are shown and the enclosed attainable region is defined by the fuchsia line. The PSSDs for the products of every factorial experiment are reported on the right-
hand side of the corresponding plots.
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decided to describe such effect via a growth model, where the
growth rate in the L1 dimension is size-dependent: the functional
form is known to be able to account for a broadening of the distri-
bution (see for instance the characterization of b L-Glutamic
growth reported earlier (Ochsenbein et al., 2014)).

In this work we propose the following constitutive equations
for the growth rate in the two directions as a function of supersat-
uration, temperature and dimension L1 (depending on seven
parameters):

G1 ¼ p11 exp �p12

T

� �
S� 1ð Þp13 1� exp �p14

L1
Lref

� �� �
ð15Þ

G2 ¼ p21 exp �p22

T

� �
S� 1ð Þp23 ð16Þ

It turns out that the nine experiments available are not suffi-
cient to estimate all seven parameters without a strong correlation
among them. We have therefore simplified the previous equations
by neglecting the explicit dependence on temperature, i.e. by set-
ting p12 ¼ p22 ¼ 0 (note that the equations are still temperature-
dependent through the definition of supersaturation in Eq. (7)),
by assuming linear dependence on the supersaturation driving
force, i.e. by setting p13 ¼ p23 ¼ 1, and by choosing
Lref ¼ 1000 lm. The resulting simplified equations depending only
on three parameters, namely p11; p14, and p21, are:

G1 ¼ p11 S� 1ð Þ 1� exp �p14
L1
Lref

� �� �
ð17Þ

G2 ¼ p21 S� 1ð Þ ð18Þ
The three parameters have been estimated by matching simula-

tions and experiments as well as possible in terms of five pieces of
information for each cooling stage, namely the concentration pro-
file over time, and the average sizes and variances (in both L1 and

L2 directions) of the final PSSD (note all simulations have been
started with an ensemble of crystals having exactly the same PSSD
as that measured). The estimated parameters are reported in
Table 8, together with their 95% confidence intervals. The simu-
lated results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 together with the exper-
imental measurements for the sake of comparison: simulated dark
blue concentration profiles are plotted in Fig. 10; red squares rep-
resent the final L1;N and r1;N in the upper and lower panel, respec-
tively, of Fig. 10; the red contour lines in the lower part of Fig. 11
illustrate the simulated final PSSDs for experiments Exp 1 and
Exp 2.

While we are fully aware that the agreement between simula-
tions and measurements is not perfect, we would argue that it is
reasonably good (average absolute error of 15 lm for L1 and 5
lm for L2), since all main trends are properly captured. More
specifically, we consider the estimated growth rates as sufficient
to provide a reasonable estimate of the ratio G1=G2, whose impor-
tance in the context of the 3-stage process has been demonstrated
above. Considering the size dependence of G1 and assuming L1
varying between 100 lm and 300 lm yield a value of G1=G2 from
Eqs. (17) and (18) between about 15 and about 40. This is a much
larger value than in the case of b L-Glutamic acid, which leads to
the conjecture that the c D-Mannitol system behaves similar to
the system in the bottom left corner of Fig. 1, i.e. a system charac-
terized by a large value of both G1=G2 and D1=D2.

4.2. From attainable region to process design

Based on the type of attainable region obtained, it is possible to
heuristically optimize the operating conditions that should eventu-
ally be applied when the 3-stage process is implemented.

Fig. 10. Results of the fitting aimed at estimating the growth kinetics for c D-Mannitol starting from the cooling stages carried out during the factorial experiments. The light
blue markers correspond to the measured concentration profile, while the pink circles correspond to the number-weighted average L1;N (upper panel) and r1;N (lower panel)
at the beginning and end of each stage. The dark blue line and the red squares represent the fitted concentration and L1;N and r1;N respectively. For each stage, the
corresponding duration of the experiment is reported. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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In the case of low G1=G2 and high D1=D2 ratios (bottom right
corner of Fig. 1), as in the case of b L-Glutamic acid, the process
can actually lead to a wide variety of sizes and shapes. As shown
elsewhere (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2017, 2018a), a good compro-
mise between the improved crystal morphology and the productiv-
ity of the process is represented by heuristically optimal
conditions, where a moderate milling intensity is combined with
a large number of cycles.

On the other hand, for high G1=G2 and low D1=D2 ratios (top left
corner of Fig. 1), the best operating conditions correspond to the
minimum number of cycles and the highest milling intensity. This
choice provides a compromise between productivity, number of
fines in the product, and morphology of the crystals at the end of
the process.

For situations similar to the case of c D-Mannitol, the heuristi-
cally optimal operating conditions correspond to a high milling
intensity, with the aim of improving particle morphology, and an
intermediate (3–4) number of cycles, to remove the fines formed
during breakage.

It is important to notice that the strategy proposed is based only
on the outcome of the four factorial experiments and does not
require any mathematical model, thus reducing the characteriza-
tion effort to a minimum.

4.3. Exploration of the process design space

The attainable regions shown for c D-Mannitol and b L-Glutamic
acid have been obtained by varying the rotor speed and the num-
ber of cycles. It is clear that this covers only a subset of the whole
design space characteristic of the 3-stage process and is therefore
necessary to understand if and how varying the other operating
conditions can change the type of attainable region obtained.

In particular, another operating parameter that can be varied is
the fraction of mass dissolved (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2017,
2018a). In order to investigate its effect on the attainable region
for different compounds, some considerations can be made based
on the compound-specific properties, as well as on the simulation
results. We start by analyzing the case of large D1=D2 and small
G1=G2 ratios (bottom right corner of Fig. 1). For this type of com-
pounds, increasing the fraction of mass dissolved has a beneficial
effect, since more crystal mass would be removed during dissolu-
tion, making the particles shorter, and solute would be recovered
during cooling by growth along L2, thus obtaining more compact
crystals (see panel (b) of Fig. 2). In this case, the shape of the attain-
able region does not change, but different sizes can be achieved.
The same situation occurs for compounds with small D1=D2 and
large G1=G2 ratios (top left corner of Fig. 1).

Less intuitive are the two remaining cases, that is compounds
with small (large) D1=D2 and small (large) G1=G2 ratios, for which
the model can indeed be used to gain a better insight. Fig. 12 shows
the effect of increasing the fraction of mass dissolved for two of
these intermediate cases. It is readily observed that changing this
operating condition does indeed change the shape of the attainable
region, but leads to product particles with a worse morphology.
Further, increasing the fraction of mass dissolved leads to particles
with a more equant shape only if the change in length L1 of the
crystals during the crystallization step is smaller than its reduction
during the dissolution stage.

For a more in-depth investigation of the effect of changing the
mass dissolved during the heating steps on the PSSD of the product
crystals, one can use the model that we have developed in Sec-
tion 4.1.4 for c D-Mannitol. Such model would be applied beyond
the scope of the experiments used to estimate its model parame-
ters, namely to study the effect of changing mD based on fitting
experiments carried out all with the same value of mD. In order
to check whether this is possible, we have carried out one 3-
stage process experiment under the same conditions as run M5
in Table 7, but with 50% of mass dissolved during the dissolution
stages instead of 20% only. The results of such experiments are
illustrated in Fig. 13, where the left-hand side shows the initial
(pink contour lines and shade) and final (gray) PSSDs measured
with the l-DISCO and the right-hand side shows the measured
(blue) and the calculated (red) final PSSDs. It is readily observed
that the agreement between simulation result and experimental

Fig. 11. In the first row, the particle size and shape distributions collected at the
beginning (pink) and at the end (gray) of two cooling stages are shown, highlighting
the increased broadness of the final PSSD in comparison to the original one. On the
second row, a comparison between the PSSD at the end of the cooling stage, both
measured (blue) and simulated (red), is carried out, showing the agreement
between model and experiments.

Table 8
Estimated values of the kinetic parameters and their 95% confidence intervals.

Parameter Estimated value

p11
lm
s

	 

30.2 ± 1.5

p14 �½ � 0.81 ± 0.04
p21

lm
s

	 

0.20 ± 0.03
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measure is acceptable, i.e. similar to the error observed in the case
of the cooling experiments used to estimate the growth model
parameters. We consider this result very encouraging, because it
demonstrates the possibility of efficiently exploring the design
space of the 3-stage process.

5. Conclusions

The 3-stage process certainly represents a valid approach to
manipulate the size and shape of crystals, but its shortcomings,
particularly concerning the very broad design space and its charac-
terization when applied to different compounds, question its appli-
cability. In this work we tacked these problems by developing a
robust and effective approach to characterize the 3-stage process

feasibility and potential for different compounds with a contained
characterization effort.

First, we used the model to determine generally valid
compound-dependent features. In particular, the attainable region,
which is the portion of the L1L2-plane corresponding to all the pos-
sible process outcomes, has been identified through process simu-
lations performed with different growth and dissolution kinetics.
This analysis allowed to pinpoint, as key characteristics of the sys-
tem, the growth and dissolution rates ratios, which strongly affect
the type and shape of the attainable region. These simulations
were used to define a small set of experiments to fully identify
the attainable region without performing a comprehensive and
time demanding process characterization.

The strategy developed has therefore been applied to experi-
mentally investigate the outcome of the 3-stage process when
applied to two different compounds, namely b L-Glutamic acid
and c D-Mannitol. The results validated the observation obtained
through simulations and confirmed the developed model-free
approach as a valid tool for an efficient process characterization.
We then used the experimental data acquired throughout the fac-
torial experiments to estimate the growth kinetics of c D-Mannitol
and compare the behavior of both model compounds.

The experiments have been combined with the information
acquired via process simulations in order to define, for each type
of attainable region, heuristic optimal conditions granting the best
compromise between productivity and crystal shape. Finally, the
experimental data are used to tune the model parameters and
run simulations to explore the whole design space and predict
the properties of the 3-stage process products.

The main strength of the proposed approach lies in its general
validity, as it is not necessary to fully characterize the system to
quantify the outcome of the 3-stage process, but only a limited
set of tests, namely the four factorial experiments, can be used to
this aim. This is particularly interesting given the reduced amount
of material and effort required to carry out the tests. Analyzing dif-
ferent compounds also allowed to experimentally observe the dif-
ferent attainable region obtained via simulations. Based on the
type of attainable region, general heuristic optimal conditions have
been defined, which are mainly based on common properties of the
final size and shape of the crystals and not on the specific features
of the system. This is of great relevance, as it is possible to apply
the identified conditions merely according to the type of attainable
region obtained, thus saving a time demanding process optimiza-
tion for each compound investigated. Furthermore, gaining access
to the information throughout each stage showed how a deeper
insight in different aspects of the 3-stage process and the system
can be achieved without further characterization effort, especially
when this information is combined with the model. In this case,
the effect of different operating conditions, once the kinetics of
the system have been estimated, can be investigated in silico, thus
leading to the possibility of greatly enlarging and exploring the
process design space without performing time-consuming and
expensive experiments, a possibility certainly valuable for research
and development purposes.
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Fig. 12. Simulations aimed at investigating the effect of the fraction mass dissolved
on the attainable region of the 3-stage process (left panel: G1=G2 = 1.5 and
D1=D2 = 0.2; right panel: G1=G2 = 12 and D1=D2 = 1.9).

Fig. 13. Results of the experiment performed adopting the operating conditions
reported in Tables 6 and 7 for experiment M5 dissolving 50% of the mass
suspended. In the left panel, the particle size and shape distributions collected at
the beginning (pink) and at the end (gray) of two cooling stages are shown. In the
right panel, the comparison between simulation (red) and experimental (blue)
results is reported. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Appendix A

A.1. MPBE for the crystallization stage

The MPBE for a well stirred batch crystallizer, where no break-
age and no agglomeration occur, reads as follows:

@n
@t

þ @ G1nð Þ
@L1

þ @ G2nð Þ
@L2

¼ JNd L1ð Þd L2ð Þ ð19Þ
n L1; L2; t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ n0;C L1; L2ð Þ ð20Þ
n L1 ¼ 0; L2; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð21Þ
n L1; L2 ¼ 0; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð22Þ
Here, G1 and G2 represent the growth rates along the internal coor-
dinates L1 and L2, while the term Jd L1ð Þd L2ð Þ represents the forma-
tion of new crystals of size L1 ¼ L2 ¼ 0 due to nucleation events.
Eq. (20) is the initial condition for Eq. (19), whereas Eqs. (21) and
(22) are its boundary conditions; n0;C L1; L2ð Þ represents the particle
size and shape distribution of crystals at the beginning of the cool-
ing stage.

Eq. (19) is coupled with a mass balance for the solute concen-
tration in the liquid phase, c, which under the assumption of con-
stant mass of solvent reads as

dc
dt

¼ �kVq
dl12

dt
ð23Þ

c t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ c0 ð24Þ
Here, kV is the shape factor, equal to p/4 for cylinders, and l12 is one
of the moments of the particle size and shape distribution, which is
directly proportional to the mass of crystals suspended per unit
mass of solvent and is defined as

l12 tð Þ ¼
Z 1

0

Z 1

0
n L1; L2; tð ÞL1L22dL1dL2 ð25Þ

The supersaturation S, in the case of either mild non-idealities
or negligible effect of the composition on the activity coefficient
of the solute, can be defined as the ratio between the concentration
of solute in solution and its solubility at the temperature T:

S ¼ c
c� Tð Þ ð26Þ

The constitutive equations for growth and nucleation, both pri-
mary and secondary, have been adapted from Ochsenbein et al.
(2014) and Ploss and Mersmann (1989), and derived from the clas-
sical nucleation theory.

Gi ¼ kG;i1 exp � kG;i2
T

� �
S� 1ð ÞkG;i3 with S > 1 ð27Þ

JN ¼ JS þ JHe þ JHo ð28Þ
JS ¼ kS;1ekS;2m

kS;3
S GkS;4 ð29Þ

JHo ¼ kHo;1 exp � kHo;2
ln2S

� �
ð30Þ

JHe ¼ kHe;1 exp � kHe;2
ln2S

� �
ð31Þ

Here, e is the power input, mS the suspension density, G is the aver-
age growth rate, calculated as G1 þ G2ð Þ=2.

A.2. MPBE for the milling stage

The MPBE for a continuous rotor-stator wet mill, under the
assumption of perfectly segregated flow (i.e.the grinding chamber
is assumed to be a tubular apparatus), constant supersaturation,
and isothermal conditions, reads as (Salvatori and Mazzotti,
2018b):

@n L1; L2; sð Þ
@s

¼ B1 þ B2 � D ð32Þ

B1 ¼
Z 1

L1

K1 x; L2ð Þn x; L2; sð Þg1 L1; xð Þdx ð33Þ

B2 ¼
Z 1

L2

K2 L1; xð Þn L1; x; sð Þg2 L2; xð Þdx ð34Þ

D ¼ K1 L1; L2ð Þn L1; L2; sð Þ þ K2 L1; L2ð Þn L1; L2; sð Þ ð35Þ
n L1; L2; s ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ n0;M L1; L2ð Þ ð36Þ

The functions Ki and gi Li; xð Þ are called breakage frequency and
daughter distribution respectively and are used to model how fast
the particles break along the relevant direction and the size of the
fragments formed, according to the type of mechanism underlying
the breakage events. The functional forms adopted in this work are:

K1 ¼ kM;11mM hrMð Þ2 L1
Lref;1

� �kM;12

1þexp �L1 �kM;13

Lref;2

� �� ��1 U
UþkM;14

ð37Þ

K2 ¼ kM;21mM hrMð Þ2 L2
Lref;1

� �kM;22

1þexp �L2 �kM;23

Lref;2

� �� ��1 kM;24

kM;24 þU

ð38Þ

g1 L1;xð Þ ¼ 2
x

ð39Þ

g2 L2;xð Þ ¼ 4L2
x2

ð40Þ

In our previous paper (Salvatori and Mazzotti, 2018b) this
model has been developed and verified for the same type of device
and operations exploited in this work.

A.3. MPBE for the dissolution stage

The MPBE for the batch, well-mixed dissolution stage is similar
to that presented for the crystallization stage:

@n
@t

þ @ D1nð Þ
@L1

þ @ D2nð Þ
@L2

¼ 0 ð41Þ
n L1; L2; t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ n0;D L1; L2ð Þ ð42Þ
n L1 ¼ 0; L2; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð43Þ
n L1; L2 ¼ 0; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð44Þ

Here, Di is the dissolution rate along characteristic dimension Li and
has a negative value. The material balance of Eq. (23) is coupled
with Eq. (41) to ensure conservation of mass. The functional form
chosen is that proposed by Eisenschmidt et al. (2015).

Di ¼ �kD;i1 exp � kD;i2
T

� �
1� Sð ÞkD;i3 with S < 1 ð45Þ
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